
Thunderbolt

Shortly after I retired, nigh on thirty years ago, I contracted a throat cancer. The medics 
of the NHS sprang into action with a course of radiation which at the time left me 
feeling rather sorry for myself.
A young artist friend in the village took pity on me. “What you need is something to 
take your mind off this trouble” he said “.It so happens I have an old pre-war Rover car 
which I have tried to restore but without success. Maybe you could take it on”
It proved quite a challenge, but by the time the treatment ended the Rover’s return was 
assured.  I could tell that my young artist friend was not happy seeing me swanning 
around in the Rover so it was agreed he should have it back, at cost. Additionally, since 
he was contemplating marriage. I would drive the wedding car and hand it over then. A 
happy out-come all round, the cancer was in abeyance, the sun shone, and the newly 
weds were waved off in fine style.
Some time later my artist friend sold the car, at a  profit I believe, but I did not 
begrudge him, after all he had done me a considerable favour and started me out on a 
new hobby which kept my interest for many years 
After several restorations on a variety of cars I stumbled upon the Bean. I confess it 
was not known to me although my brother in law William Mander knew it well from 
his childhood in the Black Country. Newly made cars used to leave the main assembly 
plant in Tipton for the body shop further down the road. To his young eyes they were 
the peak, the epitome of automobiles
Harper Sons and Bean, as they were then, determined to become a major motor car 
manufacturer but whatever their failings the times were against them as the recession of 
the nineteen thirties took hold. and car manufacture eventually ceased  However their 
reputation as engineers had not gone unnoticed 
In the inter war period the British were obsessed by speed, attempting speed records on 
land and water and in the air. In 1936 Bean Industries were given the contract to build a 
contender for the land speed record, a massive vehicle named Thunderbolt powered by 
two R type Rolls Royce aero engines to be driven by Captain George Easton on the salt 
flats of Bonneville Utah in the USA.  Photographs from the Sergant collection show the 
car in various stages of completion in 1937
 In November of that year Capt Easton raised the record to 312 mph beating Sir 
Malcolm Campbell’s 301 in Bluebird, and following modifications; in August 1938 
Easton upped the figure to 345.5.  John Cobb in his Railton then moved the record to 
350.3 and the next day Easton responded with 371.5. This record stood for a year 
before Cobb raised it further.
 Thunderbolt went on display at the New York World Fair with the Rolls Royce engines 
removed and dummies fitted. Shortly afterwards it was shipped to New Zealand to take 
part in that country’s Centennial Exhibition in Wellington. The British built their own 
pavilion which housed Thunderbolt amongst other things.  The Exhibition opened in 
November 1939 and was deemed a great success and well attended although whether 
because of the exhibits or the giant funfair I cannot say. The outbreak of the Second 



World War in Europe rather overshadowed the event.
 When the show closed, Thunderbolt, trapped by the war, remained housed in one of 
the buildings for the duration. Students from the nearby College were known to steal 
inside during breaks from their studies and no doubt enjoyed crying “Vroom” “Vroom” 
from behind the steering wheel.
In September 1956 a disastrous fire broke out destroying the building and the car. The 
wreckage lay outside for the next 10 years then in 1956/57 the nearby airport was 
redeveloped as Wellington International using land reclaimed from Lyall Bay and 
taking in part of the old exhibition site. At this stage the remains of the car disappeared 
but an unknown photographer took a picture at the council dump of what almost 
certainly was all that remained of Thunderbolt. 
 Both the engines however are preserved in the UK, one at the Science Museum in 
Kensington and the other at the RAF Museum in Hendon
 The Science Museum claims that the engine in their possession also powered the 
Vickers Supermarine S6B seaplanes which won the Schneider Trophy for Britain in 
1929 and 1931 and using special fuel and again fitted to the S6B set the world airspeed 
record just two weeks after the 1931 contest. On 29th September 1931 the RAF High 
Speed Flight under the command of S/Leader Orlebar set the World Air Speed Record 
at 407 mph. The aircraft was flown by F/Lt G H Stainforth.
 The designer of the seaplane Mr R J Mitchell in collaboration with Sir Henry  Royce 
carried this over to the famous Spitfire with its Merlin engine as a direct development. 
Towards the end of the war the R type engine, which had started life as a development 
project was shortened, de-rated and renamed the Griffon, and then used to power the 
later marques of Spitfire enabling them to give the V1 doodlebugs a run for their 
money.


